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WORLDWIDE CRUISE PORTFOLIO



“We proudly integrate our Canadian values into our daily operations, from our welcoming and hospitable 
guest service to our respect for nature and the local communities we visit. Our commitment towards scientific 
research is significant, as is our ability to provide in-depth educational opportunities for our guests. We proudly 
support and contribute towards research work, encouraging increased knowledge of ocean literacy and the 
importance of nurturing our oceans and the life they sustain. The expertise and the collective knowledge of our 
team truly sets us apart.”

Andrew Prossin, Managing Director, One Ocean Expeditions



SMALL SHIP EXPEDITION CRUISING 
One Ocean Expeditions, a privately-owned Canadian company, and the industry leader in expedition cruising, provides 
extraordinary marine travel experiences in remote regions of the world. With a range of innovative itineraries in Antarctica, the 
Canadian Arctic, Svalbard, Canada’s East Coast, South and Central America and the Islands of the North Atlantic, a voyage 
in these destinations is truly a life changing experience. We pride ourselves on creating outstanding voyages and unique 
adventures through a deep understanding of the locations we visit, offering insight, understanding and choice every step of 
the way.

Offering exceptional, responsible, educational and interest led travel, our specially designed programming and itineraries 
allow guests to choose how their expedition unfolds. The opportunity to participate in small, specialized group excursions, 
enjoy personalized service onboard and the chance to travel alongside expert guides and educators, will create memories 
you will never forget. With a staff to guest ratio of 1:4 and a maximum passenger number onboard ranging from 92-146, 
customized options are delivered in small groups.

One Ocean Expeditions empowers guests to safely experience the world’s most remote places, whilst remaining committed 
to environmental and social responsibility in some of the most unspoiled and ecologically sensitive places on Earth. Through 
unique, tailored experiences, guests become ambassadors for the destinations they visit, encouraging appreciation and 
respect for fragile ecosystems and remote cultures. 

With a combined total of 185 years experience in the expedition cruise industry, more than 2,500 trips under our belts and 
three world-class, ice-strengthened expedition vessels; you are in very capable hands. 

THERE IS  ONLY 
ONE OCEAN





EXCEPTIONAL GUEST SERVICE 
One Ocean Expeditions’ exclusively designed Adventure 
Concierge program provides unparalleled guest services, 
tailored to meet the needs of each discerning passenger. Our 
staff to guest ratio of 1:4 allows us to create small groups 
based on interest, tailored excursions and activities unique to 
each traveller’s goal.

A TEAM LIKE NO OTHER 
World-renowned photographers and experts in leading 
positions from museums, research stations and universities 
present the One Ocean Expeditions educational program on 
each voyage. Paired with our highly experienced expedition 
and hospitality professionals, we provide an extraordinary 
marine experience. 

SUSTAINABLE & RESPONSIBLE 
By implementing the most detailed and comprehensive visiting 
practices around the world, One Ocean Expeditions helps to 
protect the sensitive ecosystems and remote communities we 
visit. With sustainable travel always in mind, guests experience 
these remote environments in their most pristine and natural 
state. Itineraries are designed to maximize integration into the 
communities we visit, including the use of local guides and 
promoting understanding of local cultural heritage. 

IN CAPABLE HANDS  
Effusive in our passion to travel and unwavering in our 
commitment to safety, we use well-appointed vessels with a 
high ice-class rating and stabilization, enabling you to explore 
remote and inaccessible destinations. Whether it is innovation, 
service, organization, safety or environmental protection, 
guests can trust the One Ocean Expeditions team. 

COMMITTED TO OCEAN HEALTH 
Partnering with and supporting nationally accredited scientific 
organizations, One Ocean Expeditions creates opportunities 
for science in remote, inaccessible parts of the world whilst 
offering guests the unique opportunity to learn from and interact 
with scientists and researchers onboard. Working with carefully 
selected science partners and forging new relationships along 
the way, we continue to pursue increased education in ocean 
literacy and the preservation of ocean health for generations 
to come.

THE ONE OCEAN 
DIFFERENCE
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IMAGINE 
THE POSSIBILITIES

THERE IS  ONLY ONE OCEAN

THE OPPORTUNITIES ARE ENDLESS
Our team have been at the forefront of innovation from the beginning. Understanding the foundations of small group travel 
is at the core of our programming development and is practiced on every voyage, allowing groups of 10-16 to focus on 
specialized interests. Through building unique voyage itineraries, extensive programming, and high value options serviced 
by a keen understanding of exceptional client services, our guests choose their own adventure, and how it unfolds. With a 
focus on tailored experiences, we are confident each and every traveller will come to see the world in a whole new way. As 
a leader in small-ship expedition cruising, One Ocean Expeditions provides a wide range of activities built to encompass 
and showcase the destinations we explore. The expansion of our small vessel fleet, where all ships carry no more than 146 
guests, provides increased capacity continuing to meet and exceed the demands of our discerning guests.

Imagine, Explore and Discover the difference One Ocean Expeditions offers in a world-class ocean based program, providing 
options for the young at heart. Choose from our 'Expedition' portfolio encompassing immersive experiences ranging from 
sea kayaking, camping on the ice, extensive hiking and walking options, photography, and wildlife appreciation − at the top 
and the bottom of the world. Our 'Active Discovery' program offered in warmer climes stays true to the ‘choose your own 
adventure’ style, providing different options each and every day, all included in the voyage fare. For those keen to enhance 
their knowledge, or be on the breaking cusp of discovery, look for our voyages of 'Exploration' where we endeavour to 
discover the undiscovered. Join us; the world really is one ocean.



EXPEDITION
Foundational Programming

The core of our unique itineraries, the Expedition program is the backbone of our voyages offered in Antarctica, Chile, the High Arctic and the 
Islands of the North Atlantic. Sailing on dedicated ice-class vessels, known for their stability and exceptional indoor and outdoor passenger areas, 
our expedition programming creates an environment of exploration based on interest, options and choice. As world leaders in polar expedition 
cruising and the exploration of remote environments, our team provides a wealth of knowledge and experience. We were the first to bring overnight 
camping, sea kayaking and hiking to the polar regions in a safe, inclusive and fun environment. New to this offering is a unique opportunity to join 
a crossing of South Georgia, led by IFMGA guides on our select ‘South Georgia In-Depth’ voyages. Our expedition programming gives you an 
unparalleled experience in the beauty of the regions we travel, whilst giving you the options to explore it your way.

FEATURED ACTIVITIES 
Educational Programming | Wildlife Viewing | Zodiac Cruising | Photography | Hiking | Sea Kayaking | Camping | Ski Touring | Snowshoeing

Activities vary by voyage and are weather dependent.

FEATURED ITINERARIES 
Antarctica – Off The Beaten Track | Antarctic Peninsula Adventure | Antarctica In-Depth | Quest for the Antarctic Circle | South Georgia In-Depth 
| Falkland Islands, South Georgia & Antarctica | Journey Below the Antarctic Circle | Ultimate Antarctica | Antarctica Deep South | Chilean Fjord 
Adventure | Baffin Island – Jewel of the High Arctic | Baffin Island & Greenland Explorer | High Arctic Explorer | Pathways to Franklin | Classic 
Northwest Passage | Scotland, Faroe Islands & Iceland 

‘The Young Explorers Program’, developed with The New Zealand Antarctic Heritage Trust, resulted in the recruitment of youth 
who demonstrated a commitment to their community, furthering their own education and broadcasting the importance of outdoor 
initiatives in the wilderness. This culminated with the 2017 Antarctic Peninsula and Mount Scott Expedition, the first of its kind and 
the start of a biannual program onboard. Creating life changing opportunities for youth to experience these remote and sensitive 
regions in the footsteps of historical explorers connects the next generation with past polar history, and what is to come.

By creating voyages that encompass the polar regions, exclusively operating multiple ice-class and stabilized vessels, One Ocean 
Expeditions recognizes both the importance and relevance that the polar regions play in the creation of a new knowledge base. 
This knowledge base is inherently important to showcase the critical story held within these frozen waters and coastlines and vital to 
build through experiential travel. We are proud to showcase youth initiatives focused on expanding the quest for knowledge through 
educational and experiential programming. 
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ACTIVE DISCOVERY
Choose Your Own Adventure 

The Active Discovery program is honed towards the forgiving nature of warm weather climates and is ideal for guests to participate in small, 
special-interest groups of 6-16. Explore and traverse these stunning environments with an extraordinary program, all included in the voyage fare. 
With options to choose your activities on a daily basis, each excursion will be different. Expressions of interest are taken at the time of booking, 
and guests do not have to commit exclusively to one activity for the duration of the voyage. Discover an extensive range of culturally diverse 
regions, from Canada's Maritime East Coast to Central America, offering the perfect blend of culture, music, wildlife, and photography. Choose 
from a bicycle journey, a water-based excursion by stand-up paddle board, health and wellness on board, sea kayak or Zodiac, or possibly a stop 
at the beach to stroll the tidal pools. A highly sought-after addition to this compilation of select itineraries are our new golf voyages, launched in 
both Canada’s East Coast and Scotland & Ireland.   

FEATURED ACTIVITIES 
Educational Programming | Wildlife Viewing | Zodiac Cruising  | Photography | Hiking  | Sea Kayaking | Stand-Up Paddle Boarding | Cycling 
| Snorkeling | Health & Wellness Programming  

Activities vary by voyage and are weather dependent.

FEATURED ITINERARIES 
Canada’s East Coast – Fins & Fiddles | Canada’s East Coast – Golf Expedition | Central America Adventure | Central America Explorer | Scotland 
& Ireland – Golf Expedition

Continue your daily active regime onboard, utilizing our health and wellness program. Enjoy our well-stocked gym with space to 
work out at your own pace. Prepare for the day ahead with a nutritious drink from our smoothie bar, made from fruits selected and 
freshly prepared each morning before breakfast. Re-energize and stretch out those tired muscles in a guided yoga class. Relax at 
the end of an active day in our sauna/steam room and select your favourite meals from a variety of healthy menu options onboard.

RCGS Resolute, One Ocean Expeditions’ newest vessel, is ideally suited to explore warmer waters, due to its outdoor deck space 
and many exceptional outdoor panoramic viewing areas. Offering an array of premiere amenities while upholding our unique, small-
group programming, RCGS Resolute will take you on an exploration of remote coastlines, white sand beaches and hidden coves.
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EXPLORATION
Discover the Undiscovered

At the heart of One Ocean Expeditions lies the desire to explore and learn. As leaders in the exploration of the world’s most remote regions, 
we have an extensive and long-standing commitment to providing a platform for those helping to understand and preserve these unique 
destinations. We are proud to integrate educators and researchers aligned with accredited scientific programs, university field studies, and other 
missions to ‘discover the undiscovered’.

Our Exploration programming encompasses a range of established itineraries focused on expanding knowledge. You may choose to travel 
alongside scientists counting penguins, or prefer to share a Zodiac with marine biologists researching the behaviour of marine mammals. Budding 
historians can experience archaeological sites of interest with our onboard historians. Whichever subject matter sparks your interest, you will 
experience a more in-depth exploration of these incredible regions. Travelling alongside scientists, pioneers and experts in their fields, exploring 
the world’s most remote regions will be a transformative experience. 

FEATURED ACTIVITIES 
Educational Programming | Wildlife Viewing | Zodiac Cruising | Photography | Hiking | History | Science | Ornithology  

Activities vary by voyage and are weather dependent.

FEATURED ITINERARIES 
Classic Northwest Passage | South Baffin Explorer – Art, Culture & Wildlife | Falkland Islands, South Georgia & Antarctica – Mega Colonies 
| Marine Mammals of Antarctica | South Georgia In-depth | Journey Below the Antarctic Circle 

In August 2018, for the second time in Canadian history, One Ocean Expeditions, in collaboration with 
The Royal Canadian Geographical Society (RCGS), contributed to the discovery of a historic Arctic 
vessel, most recently the Nova Zembla, a Scottish whaling ship. This search transpired after fellows of the 
RCGS, Dr. Matthew Ayre and Dr. Michael Moloney, from the Arctic Institute of North America, University of 
Calgary, conducted a notable amount of archival research and detailed fieldwork. Evidence of the wreck was 
discovered near Buchan Gulf whilst traveling onboard our Classic Northwest Passage and Greenland voyage 
on Akademik Sergey Vavilov. This discovery will help shed light on the historical and political complexity of the 
whaling industry in the Arctic.
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EXPLORE 
THE WORLD’S FURTHEST REACHES

EXPERIENCE SMALL GROUP TRAVEL
One Ocean Expeditions creates immersive and personalized expeditions in ecologically sensitive and inspiring destinations. 
We aim to create ambassadors for these regions by offering deep insights into the environments and communities we travel 
to. With sustainable travel always in mind, you will experience these destinations in their most pristine and natural state, 
through small, special-interest groups onboard and onshore. Our expert guides take us to some of the best wildlife hotspots 
in the world, where we experience nature first-hand. Connect with local communities to gain a deeper understanding and 
appreciation for their way of life. One Ocean Expeditions offers a truly unique and new way to travel, empowering guests to 
imagine, explore and discover.

THERE IS  ONLY ONE OCEAN



C A N A D A’ S  E A S T  C OA S T



C A N A D A’ S  E A S T  C OA S T

REMOTE PORTS. LIVELY MUSIC. INCREDIBLE WILDLIFE.             
Canada’s East Coast is the summer playground for many travellers worldwide. Rich in folklore, culture, hiking and wildlife, 
One Ocean Expeditions voyages offer incredible experiences for all ages and interests. Along the shores of the Canadian 
Atlantic East Coast, we are welcomed by the familiarity of days gone by in each community we visit. Within these colourful 
and vibrant Atlantic provinces, we experience wildlife in its natural habitat, as we transition away from life as we know it. The 
extensive grouping of remote off-shore islands and provinces included in this program range from Louisbourg, Nova Scotia, 
all the way up to Iqaluit, Nunavut. Undoubtedly best explored by an expedition cruise, your spirit for adventure leads the way 
and opportunities are maximized each and every day.

IMAGINE.  EXPLORE.  DISCOVER.

A VIBRANT MARITIME CULTURE



CANADA’S EAST COAST 
CANADA’S EAST COAST – FINS & FIDDLES 
Explore Canada’s East Coast including Percé, Quebec, UNESCO World Heritage Site Gros Morne National Park and Newfoundland & Labrador. 
Encounter the wild horses of Sable Island and enjoy the quaint taste of France in St. Pierre & Miquelon. Eastern Canada is famous for a rich 
and diverse culture, found in small fishing communities and remote ports. The region also offers a staggering abundance of wildlife. All optional 
activities are included in the voyage fare.

LABRADOR & TORNGAT MOUNTAINS EXPLORER 
Transition from the East Coast provinces of Canada to the heart of the Arctic. Visit remote Moravian mission outposts, isolated fishing ports, 
Basque settlements and the French-built Fortress of Louisbourg. Enjoy a hike to the world heritage Tablelands National Park. Torngat Mountains 
National Park offers incredible photographic opportunities as well as a range of wildlife and is one of the only places in Canada where it is possible 
to see a black bear and polar bear in the same day! All optional activities are included in the voyage fare.

EAST COAST GOLF EXPEDITION – FIDDLES & STICKS 
Play at some of the finest golf courses in Canada, several of which feature in the ‘Top 100’ golf courses in the world. Each day our 
expedition plan unfolds onto a new course, where clubs and lunches are transferred ashore via Zodiac. Confirmed course locations include 
Cabot Links, Cabot Cliffs, Crowbush, and Highland Links; some of the best courses in North America. Golfers and non-golfers alike can 
enjoy a host of other optional activities, from cycling to whisky tasting, all included in the voyage fare.

One Ocean Expeditions is proud to be a part of the Canadian Signature Experience 
collection as designated by Destination Canada. These innovative travel experiences 
are designed to encourage visitors to keep exploring Canada and are offered by 
Canadian organizations to provide the best experiences Canada has to offer. It is an 
honour that two of our unique itineraries have been carefully selected to be included 
under this prestigious designation: Canada’s East Coast – Fins & Fiddles, and Baffin 
Island – ‘Jewel of the High Arctic’.

A Canadian Signature Experience as designated by Destination Canada

All itineraries are subject to change due to the expeditionary nature of our voyages and possible weather or ice conditions.
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T H E  A RC T I C



WHERE NATURE RULES & CULTURE CONNECTS
The Arctic carries great exploration and historical interest worldwide. Inuit communities on the east coast of Baffin Island and 
the west coast of Greenland offer incredible insight into life above the Arctic Circle. Visiting remote northern communities 
that welcome us into their way of life offers an interesting perspective into northern customs and lifestyle. Zodiac cruising at 
the base of glacial walls and bird cliffs in the Canadian Arctic is a humbling experience. Spitsbergen in the Norwegian High 
Arctic has the highest concentration of wildlife in the Svalbard archipelago and photographic opportunities of polar bears are 
common. By creating voyages that offer a range of options to experience culture, history and wildlife, there has never been 
a better way to immerse yourself in this fascinating place. The sight of your first polar bear, walrus, narwhal, beluga, caribou 
or muskox elicits a feeling of awe in even the most seasoned traveller. To explore these incredibly remote areas, we operate 
chartered aircraft specially equipped for gravel runways and northern access. Enjoy customized itineraries in remote and 
often untouched sections of the Arctic, explored in small groups and led by expert guides.

T H E  A RC T I C
IMAGINE.  EXPLORE.  DISCOVER.

DISCOVER THE NORTH





THE CANADIAN ARCTIC & WEST GREENLAND 
BAFFIN ISLAND – JEWEL OF THE HIGH ARCTIC 
Baffin Island is one of the last great wilderness regions on the planet and the focus of this outstanding expedition. We are proud that this incredible 
voyage has been carefully selected by Destination Canada as one of their designated ‘Canadian Signature Experiences’. From Iqaluit we explore 
the east coast of Baffin Island, discovering deep fjords, soaring mountains, immense glacial systems, remote Inuit communities and incredible 
wildlife. This is small ship expedition cruising at its best.

SOUTH BAFFIN EXPLORER – ART, CULTURE & WILDLIFE 
Travel to the south of Baffin Island and explore the home of polar bears, indigenous cultures and communities on this exceptional voyage focused 
on art. This expedition offers a chance to explore the spectacular land and seascapes of the Canadian Arctic. Observe an outstanding variety of 
marine birdlife and sea mammals and take time to visit indigenous art galleries that showcase the talents of these remote peoples, whose rich 
artistic output is a major focus of this highly unique and engaging expedition.

HIGH ARCTIC EXPLORER 
This stunning journey is the perfect combination of wildlife, history and scenery. The long hours of daylight give us maximum time to explore 
known wildlife hotspots, including one of the largest migratory bird sanctuaries in the world − Prince Leopold Island. Landing areas include Grise 
Fiord, Craig Harbour, Dundas Harbour and Beechey Island, all located above 64th parallel. Along the ice floe edge, we encounter beluga and 
bowhead whales and hope to spot the mythical narwhal. Sightings of polar bears can be expected at numerous locations throughout the voyage. 

BAFFIN ISLAND & GREENLAND EXPLORER 
This itinerary explores wildlife, culture and the spectacular scenery of Western Greenland and the Canadian Arctic. From Iqaluit on the east coast 
of Baffin Island to Kangerlussuaq on the west coast of Greenland, this adventure sails through a spectacular wilderness of glaciers, mountains, 
fjords and breathtaking icebergs. Along the way, Inuit settlements of both Greenland and Canada will open eyes to the rich and unique cultures 
that have survived in this harsh landscape for centuries.

PATHWAYS TO FRANKLIN  
The principal focus of this expedition is the history of Arctic exploration and the early quest for the Northwest Passage. The story of Sir John 
Franklin’s expedition from the mid 18th century and the enduring mystery of their fate has gripped the imagination for more than 170 years. A 
new chapter in this tale was written in September 2014 when the Victoria Strait Expedition, a joint government/private endeavour, of which One 
Ocean Expeditions was a proud partner, was successful in the find of Sir John Franklin’s HMS Erebus. We navigate through these waters and 
wonder about the fate of these early Arctic explorers.

CLASSIC NORTHWEST PASSAGE 
The Northwest Passage is one of the world’s most iconic maritime routes of discovery. This voyage covers the full spectrum of Arctic scenery, 
culture, history and wildlife − making it a much-loved classic. We follow in the footsteps of the early Arctic explorers such as Franklin, Amundsen 
and Larsen, exploring the vast archipelago of islands and channels that create Canada’s High Arctic region. This is the home of the polar bear, 
barren land grizzly, muskox, caribou, walrus, beluga and possibly even the narwhal. There are two variations of this itinerary, one including 
the east coast of Baffin Island and one including a crossing of Baffin Bay and West Greenland.

A Canadian Signature Experience as designated by Destination Canada

All itineraries are subject to change due to the expeditionary nature of our voyages and possible weather or ice conditions.
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SPITSBERGEN – THE NORWEGIAN HIGH ARCTIC 
SPITSBERGEN EXPLORER 
Spitsbergen and the Svalbard archipelago offer tremendous wildlife and birding experiences. The islands are the northernmost inhabited places 
on the planet and would be permanently locked in ice if not for the moderating influence of the Atlantic Gulf Stream. Our series of voyages focus 
on the western quarter of the island group. This area has a high concentration of wildlife, including polar bears and places of historic and scenic 
interest in the archipelago. The unique ice capabilities of our ships allow us to venture to the edge of the permanent Arctic pack ice where few 
other vessels can, at around 80 degrees north latitude. 

SPITSBERGEN ENCOUNTER 
On this voyage we focus our attention on the upper northwest islands of Spitsbergen — the largest island in the Svalbard archipelago. Sailing 
along the coast we visit numerous bird colonies and enjoy regular encounters with bearded and ringed seals. Days are busy with shore excursions 
to places of historic interest and wildlife colonies, whilst soaking up the stunning Arctic landscapes. Hikes on shore are another highlight, along 
with regular cruising in the Zodiacs. Our voyage continues to remote Phippsoya, where we have our best chance to see polar bears.

SPITSBERGEN ENCOUNTER – PHOTOGRAPHY SYMPOSIUM 
This brilliant voyage offers the same itinerary as the Spitsbergen Encounter, however, unique to this departure is a custom program designed 
for photography enthusiasts. This program runs parallel to our daily off-ship excursions and activities. The photography team provides practical 
guidance, deep insight and special excursions which will include early mornings and late evenings chasing the Arctic light. The program is open 
to photographers of all abilities and is included in the voyage fare.

One Ocean Expeditions’ Photography Symposium voyages are every photographers dream – immense glaciers, colossal 
icebergs, outstanding wildlife encounters and the ability to chase the natural light provide optimal opportunities for budding 
photographers of all abilities. 

In addition to our usual onboard staff, these departures offer a broad spectrum of professional photography guides and special 
guests. Experts in their field offer fantastic insight and advice in the chosen destination. The programs include daily pre-excursion 
meetings, dedicated photographic Zodiacs, specialty landings and excursions based on light, interactive workshops and group 
or personal reviews. Our photographers focus on engagement, with a hands-on approach and have a great deal of experience 
running photography workshops.

The workshops are led in an encouraging and fun environment, with technical and creative support. A group of five professional 
photographers will guide you beyond obvious images into the realm of unique and compelling story telling.

All itineraries are subject to change due to the expeditionary nature of our voyages and possible weather or ice conditions.
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A N TA RC T I C A  



THE GREATEST WILDERNESS ON EARTH 
For many, a voyage to Antarctica is truly the trip of a lifetime. Imagine towering glaciers, vast snow-covered landscapes, 
immense icebergs and amazing wildlife encounters. You choose how your Antarctic experience unfolds by breaking into 
small, special-interest groups and selecting the activities that suit you. Whether you want to watch penguins, sea kayak with 
whales, photograph icebergs from Zodiacs, camp onshore overnight or hike a snowy peak, our attentive staff will help to tailor 
your expedition cruise around you. Antarctic itinerary options include voyages to the South Shetland Islands, the western and 
northern sections of the Antarctic Peninsula and the stunning Weddell Sea region, located on the eastern side of the Antarctic 
Peninsula, and a crossing of the Antarctic Circle. Visit several locations in the Falkland Islands archipelago, home to nesting 
albatross and the colourful king penguin. Let South Georgia impress you with its high wildlife populations and polar history 
sites, following in the footsteps of Sir Ernest Shackleton. Stand in the presence of great explorers of a bygone, heroic age as 
we visit the tiny whalers’ cemetery of Grytviken. Learn about Frank Wild and Henry Worsley, explorers whose wishes to be 
laid to rest next to Shackleton were made possible by One Ocean Expeditions. 

A N TA RC T I C A  
IMAGINE.  EXPLORE.  DISCOVER.

AN INFINITE LAND OF DISCOVERY



ANTARCTICA
ANTARCTICA – OFF THE BEATEN TRACK  
The first trip of the season is met with pristine conditions following the heavy snowfall of the Antarctic winter. This comprehensive and diverse 
voyage offers Zodiac cruising, onshore walks and hikes, visits to wildlife colonies, exploration of historic sites and excursions to discover the 
beautiful bays and landing sites found along the Antarctic Peninsula. This itinerary combines untouched Antarctica with plenty of options for the 
more adventurous. Guests can choose to participate in expedition snowshoeing, sea kayaking with an overnight camping option, expedition field 
photography and, only on this voyage, ski touring. 

ANTARCTIC PENINSULA ADVENTURE  
This classic itinerary is a favourite for whale watching, seabird viewing, visiting penguin colonies and experiencing Zodiac excursions in Antarctica. 
Our commitment to deliver a variety of excursions, encompassing different activities, including the option to camp onshore, allows guests to 
choose how their expedition unfolds. Discover the key excursion areas of the peninsula showcasing penguins, seals, whales, seabirds and epic 
ice. This itinerary can be accessed by sailing the Drake Passage or by flight.

ANTARCTICA IN-DEPTH 
Maximise your time in Antarctica on this unique expedition cruise. The snow is pristine and penguin rookeries are busy as young penguin chicks 
emerge. This voyage encompasses two additional days of exploration in Antarctica without adding to the total length of the voyage. We achieve 
this by flying, saving two days on the return sea crossing. Those two days ‘saved’ are spent exploring this incredible destination. This equals more 
time on shore, more time in the Zodiacs and more time spent in the company of our expert guides. There are several versions of this itinerary.

CHRISTMAS IN ANTARCTICA
December provides maximum hours of daylight as we experience Antarctica during the summer solstice. We visit many of the classic locations 
along the Antarctic Peninsula providing a great variety of exciting activities both on and off the ship. Traditionally, this departure has been very 
popular with families as it falls over the holiday season. Join us for the most wonderful ‘white Christmas’ you could ever imagine, surrounded by 
icebergs, crystal clear waters and astonishing wildlife. There are several versions of this itinerary, including a crossing of the Weddell Sea.

QUEST FOR THE ANTARCTIC CIRCLE 
This popular voyage allows us to reach our objective of the Antarctic Circle in less time with the use of flights, crossing the Drake Passage in just 
over two hours instead of two days. For a relatively short voyage, this trip packs a serious punch, offering fantastic diversity of scenery, wildlife and 
historic and scientific interest. This itinerary is filled with excursions on the Zodiacs and onshore. A hotel night at the end of the voyage in Punta 
Arenas, Chile is included. There are several versions of this itinerary.

Maximise your time in Antarctica on select voyages by flying from Punta Arenas or Santiago, Chile to the gateways of Port 
Stanley in the Falkland Islands or King George Island in Antarctica, saving several days of ocean crossing. We add these saved 
days to the expedition so you can spend even more time in destination. 

All itineraries are subject to change due to the expeditionary nature of our voyages and possible weather or ice conditions.
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SOUTH GEORGIA IN-DEPTH 
This popular voyage offers the best South Georgia has to offer and only on this trip will you have the privilege of spending more consecutive 
days exploring the island. Here you will witness what has often been described as the ‘greatest wildlife show on Earth’. The story of Sir Ernest 
Shackleton and the Endurance expedition from over a century ago is forever connected to the island. Today, the place teems with wildlife on a 
jaw-dropping scale. King penguin rookeries are home to more than 100,000 birds, seals cover the beaches and nesting seabirds fill the skies.

SOUTH GEORGIA IN-DEPTH – PHOTOGRAPHY SYMPOSIUM 
This fantastic voyage offers the same itinerary as South Georgia In-depth, however, unique to this departure is a custom program designed 
for photography enthusiasts. This program runs parallel to our daily off-ship excursions and activities. The photography team of five provides 
practical guidance, deep insight and special excursions which will include early mornings and late evenings chasing the Antarctic light. The 
program is open to photographers of all abilities and is included in the voyage fare.

FALKLAND ISLANDS, SOUTH GEORGIA & ANTARCTICA 
This is our most far-reaching polar journey and includes visits to three different regions. The sub-Antarctic Falkland Islands and the island of South 
Georgia are home to an abundance of unique wildlife. There are penguin rookeries with more than 100,000 nesting birds and the beaches are 
covered with fur seals and elephant seals. We frequently encounter whales including humpback, minke and orca. Seabirds, including many of 
the albatross species, call these islands home. Both regions offer fascinating history and stunning scenery. To the south lies Antarctica, the frozen 
continent and a highlight of this remarkable voyage. There are several variations of this itinerary.

FALKLANDS ISLANDS, SOUTH GEORGIA & ANTARCTICA – MEGA COLONIES 
This new itinerary explores the recently discovered penguin mega colonies in the Falkland Islands, South Georgia and Antarctica. Similar to our 
classic far-reaching voyage, on this itinerary we prioritize the region’s largest penguin colonies, including St Andrew’s Bay and Salisbury Plain on 
South Georgia, Paulet Island and Bailey Head and also the Danger Islands, to experience the mega-colony of Adelie penguins.

In 2011, One Ocean Expeditions transported a helicopter onboard our vessel to assist the South Georgia Heritage Trust, a 
charity dedicated to the conservation of natural habitats, with a rodent eradication project on South Georgia. The island faced a 
rodent infestation after the vermin were brought there by whalers in the late 18th century. The program was a 100% success and 
saved many species of bird from extinction when the island was declared rodent free.  

In addition to special projects, One Ocean Expeditions is a proud partner of Oceanites, a non-profit, science and educational 
foundation which fosters the conservation of the world’s oceans, islands and wildlife. They do so by measuring penguin 
populations in Antarctica and the Sub-Antarctic regions on an annual basis. Each year scientists and representatives join us in 
the Southern Ocean, supported by our guests, to further this oceanographic research by counting penguins.

All itineraries are subject to change due to the expeditionary nature of our voyages and possible weather or ice conditions.
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JOURNEY BELOW THE ANTARCTIC CIRCLE 
This remote stretch of the Antarctic Peninsula is visited for just a few short months each year. From January onwards, seasonal ice conditions 
give us our best chance of achieving our objective of crossing the Antarctic Circle. Here we witness expansive landscapes, sizeable gentoo 
penguin rookeries and the huge icebergs trapped in the "ice-graveyard" by Petermann Island. We always anticipate exciting ice navigation on 
this expedition. Detaille Island, below the Circle, is a spectacular location. We aim to cross 66 degrees, 33 minutes south latitude, which officially 
marks the position of the Antarctic Circle on the global map.

ULTIMATE ANTARCTICA – WEDDELL SEA & FALKL AND ISL ANDS 
Diversity of experiences, destinations and wildlife encounters in Antarctica provide the highlights for this exceptional voyage. We fly south to 
Antarctica crossing the Drake Passage in just two hours. A further exploration of the South Shetland Islands and Antarctic Peninsula coastline 
sets the scene, before heading into the spectacular Weddell Sea, home to the ‘big ice’. We journey north, stopping at Elephant Island – a very 
historic location central to the Shackleton story. The great pelagic seabirds join us as we navigate north towards the Falkland Islands. A final 
highlight will be a visit to the king penguin colony at Saunders Island or Volunteer Point. 

ANTARCTICA DEEP SOUTH  
This special journey takes us further south than almost any other time in the season. By flying at the start of the voyage, we save two days on 
the ocean crossing, allowing more time in destination. Here we witness stunning landscapes, sizeable gentoo penguin rookeries and the huge 
icebergs trapped in the "ice-graveyard" by Petermann Island. We anticipate exciting ice navigation when pushing this far south. This itinerary is 
available in several different durations.

MARINE MAMMALS OF ANTARCTICA 
March is a time of great wildlife activity in Antarctic waters and historically we encounter a higher concentration of whales and seals during this 
period. They are busy feeding prior to their annual migrations to waters further north. On this voyage we plan to visit several known locations along 
the Antarctic Peninsula that are the focus of long-term research projects by esteemed academic institutions including the University of California, 
Santa Cruz, California Ocean Alliance and the Australian Antarctic Division’s Marine Mammal Centre. We are joined on the ship by several world-
renowned marine mammal experts and observe their important scientific fieldwork in close proximity.

One Ocean Expeditions is proud to sponsor and facilitate world-leading, nationally accredited science programs by providing 
more than 120 days of vessel time in remote areas of the world. California Ocean Alliance scientists, led by Dr. Ari Friedlaender, 
travel with us each year to Antarctica, conducting cutting-edge and multi-disciplinary research on marine mammals.

In February 2018, in a world first, Dr. Friedlaender led the first tagging of the elusive minke whale in the Southern Ocean. The video 
tags used were specially designed with non-invasive suction cups and 3D motion sensors that do not disturb the whales and fall 
off after approximately 24 hours. Upon retrieving the devices, researchers have now been able to study their GPS recordings and 
analyze the data, to better understand the patterns and feeding behavior of whales.

All itineraries are subject to change due to the expeditionary nature of our voyages and possible weather or ice conditions.
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SOUTH & CENTRAL
AMERICA  



SMALL GROUP TRAVEL IN TEMPERATE CLIMATES 
Discovering South and Central America with One Ocean Expeditions offers access to the invaluable wealth of experience 
in expedition cruising amassed by our team. The flexibility to optimize coastal routes, paired with the knowledge of local 
guides, allows us to discover parts of South and Central America that would otherwise be inaccessible. In small groups 
led by interest we explore the dramatic fjords of Chile, the exotic rainforest beaches of Costa Rica and the unique cultures 
along the coast of the Caribbean Sea. A collection of itineraries will venture through Chile, into the Pacific Ocean, through 
the Panama Canal and into the Atlantic Ocean. Guests have access to stand-up paddleboards, sea kayaks, snorkels and 
Zodiac excursions, ideal to fully appreciate the rich ecosystems and communities that thrive along the South and Central 
American coastlines.

SOUTH & CENTRAL
AMERICA  

IMAGINE.  EXPLORE.  DISCOVER.

INCREDIBLE ACCESS TO AN ECOLOGICAL PARADISE



SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA 
CHILEAN FJORD ADVENTURE 
Discover the dramatic fjords, immense glacial systems and stunning peaks of southern Chile. The incredible coastline offers unparalleled views, 
unique wildlife and a multitude of activities. This incredible voyage provides a tremendous opportunity to explore areas otherwise inaccessible 
by land-based excursions. Waking up to a new expedition stop each morning encourages us to dust off our cameras and board the Zodiacs, 
embracing the unknown.

CENTRAL AMERICA ADVENTURE 
The subcontinent of Central America is home to 7% of the entire world’s biodiversity. Explore exotic rainforest beaches and endemic species not 
found anywhere else. The jungles, seas and skies are teeming with colourful creatures. From inquisitive bottle-nosed dolphins in Costa Rica to 
haunting howler monkeys in Panama, guests will be in awe of the sheer abundance of wildlife that local guides will be able to identify. Experience 
one of the modern wonders of the world, sailing through the Panama Canal and enjoy a range of activities, all included in the voyage fare.

CENTRAL AMERICA EXPLORER 
Visiting six countries in ten days, our Central America Explorer takes us through the tropical waters of Panama, Colombia, Nicaragua, Honduras, 
Belize and Mexico. Famous for its high concentration of wildlife, Central America offers the perfect blend of wildlife watching, active discovery and 
relaxation in warm waters. Guests can swim and snorkel, exploring the San Blas Islands, a relatively undiscovered archipelago in the Caribbean 
Sea, protected by the native Kuna. All optional activities are included in the voyage fare.

One Ocean Expeditions is committed to sustainable travel and environmental responsibility. We are dedicated to minimizing 
our impact on the areas we visit, whilst at the same time, supporting local socioeconomic development. 

We have built our reputation as leaders in the field of sustainable tourism, and ensure that all of our vessels meet and exceed 
the latest marine environmental protocols. We burn cleaner fuels and treat our waste in the greenest way possible. We have also 
implemented an industry leading responsible purchasing system, taking great care to ensure the products we buy are not derived 
from endangered species; nor does the use of these products contribute to the loss of sustainability in the region from which 
they came. We are working towards the elimination of single-use plastics on board, providing guests with metal water bottles and 
refillable soap dispensers.

Our executive team sit on the boards of the Association of Arctic Expedition Cruise Operators (AECO) and the International 
Association of Antarctica Tour Operators (IAATO), voluntary polar organizations involved in key decision making in the creation of 
regulations designed to protect these fragile regions. There is only one ocean and we need to protect it.

All itineraries are subject to change due to the expeditionary nature of our voyages and possible weather.
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I S L A N D S  O F  T H E 
NORTH ATL ANTIC  



DRAMATIC CLIFFS. NATURAL WONDERS. ANCIENT HISTORY. 
Discover the stunning and dramatic islands of the North Atlantic, with expedition cruises to Scotland, Ireland, the Faroe 
Islands and Iceland. Immerse yourself in the unique cultures and ancient history of this region. Wildlife viewing and birding 
opportunities are endless as we sail into the secluded bays of Scotland, surrounded by steep cliffs. Explore the rolling green 
hills, grass covered roofs and spectacular waterfalls of the Faroe Islands, an archipelago in the middle of the North Atlantic. 
Discover the shallow fjords of Iceland; a haven for whales, dolphins and seals alike. The activities available are numerous, from 
Zodiac cruising, to whisky tasting, to golf on our new Scotland & Ireland golf voyage, that offers guests the opportunity to play 
at some of the best and well-known courses in the world.

I S L A N D S  O F  T H E 
NORTH ATL ANTIC  
IMAGINE.  EXPLORE.  DISCOVER.

A RICH TAPESTRY OF EXTRAORDINARY BEAUTY



ISLANDS OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC 

SCOTLAND, FAROE ISLANDS & ICELAND – FOOTSTEPS OF VIKINGS & GAELS 
Following in the footsteps of Vikings and Gaels, our voyage begins in Scotland, known for its rich tapestry of history, culture and rugged, natural 
beauty. An archipelago in the middle of the North Atlantic, the Faroe Islands are some of the more remote, inhabited islands in the world. Our last 
stop on our North Atlantic adventure takes us to Iceland, home to ice-covered volcanoes, colossal glaciers and geothermal lagoons. Each day 
we explore off the ship in the company of expert guides, cruising in the Zodiacs and enjoying walks on shore.

SCOTLAND & IRELAND – GOLF EXPEDITION 
No two places are as closely linked to golf as Scotland and Ireland – they are the birth place of the modern game. Today, more than a dozen of 
the world’s top 100 courses are located here. This expedition offers a totally unique take on the traditional golfing holiday. Not only does your 
expedition vessel negate the need for constant packing and unpacking, but you’ll also enjoy breathtaking views and convenient access to the golf 
courses, as we shuttle you effortlessly via Zodiac from one to the next. Guests who aren’t golfing will enjoy the same personalised programming 
as any other voyage, with their expedition cruise tailored around them and all activities included in the voyage fare. 

One Ocean Expeditions' new golf expedition offers a totally new take on the traditional golfing holiday. Imagine waking up to a new 
and magnificent golf course each day from your floating wilderness lodge. You will be challenged in equal measure by the beauty 
and location of some of the most outstanding oceanfront courses in the world. As you relax and delight in your surroundings, your 
golf clubs are transferred to shore by Zodiac. Time is optimized by relocating the vessel overnight, creating a truly new way to play.

For non-golfing partners or friends, we offer a comprehensive program of alternative activities and sightseeing. Cruising in 
Zodiac boats, short and long hikes on shore, visits to historic locations, including castles and whisky distilleries plus small coastal 
communities are all part of the experience. There will be options for cycle touring, discovering beautiful beaches, or other aquatic 
activities. Our expert team of guides and ship-board staff provide a great range of on-shore and water-based experiences for the 
non-golfers while the golfers enjoy the challenges of these celebrated and historic courses.

All itineraries are subject to change due to the expeditionary nature of our voyages and possible weather or ice conditions.
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AKADEMIK SERGEY VAVILOV
BUILT: 1988
SHIPYARD: Rauma, Finland
ICE CLASSIFICATION: Lloyds 1A ice-strengthened vessel
STABILIZERS: Yes
JOINED OOE FLEET: 2009
PASSENGERS: 92

AKADEMIK IOFFE
BUILT: 1989
SHIPYARD: Rauma, Finland
ICE CLASSIFICATION: Lloyds 1A ice-strengthened vessel
STABILIZERS: Yes
JOINED OOE FLEET: 2008
PASSENGERS: 96 

RCGS RESOLUTE
BUILT: 1993
SHIPYARD: Rauma, Finland 
ICE CLASSIFICATION: Lloyds 1AS ice-strengthened vessel
STABILIZERS: Yes
JOINED OOE FLEET: 2018
PASSENGERS: 146



BUILT FOR EXPLORATION. TAILORED FOR DISCOVERY.
One Ocean Expeditions’ well-appointed and unique vessels are considered by many to be the best polar expedition ships in 
the world. Akademik Ioffe and Akademik Sergey Vavilov were built to conduct sensitive hydro-acoustic research and science 
in the polar regions, and are now used for expedition cruising. RCGS Resolute, built specifically for passenger expedition 
cruising, offers the ultimate combination of capability and comfort. All three vessels were built in the iconic shipyard of Rauma, 
Finland and offer modern stabilization and an unsurpassed ice classification (Lloyds 1A/1AS), compliant with the new Polar 
Code. Pioneers in small group travel, One Ocean Expeditions is perfectly equipped with the right hardware and programming 
to offer our full range of activities, guiding our adventurous guests on their quest to imagine, explore and discover the world’s 
most remote and inspiring regions. 

DISCOVER
OUR FLEET

THERE IS  ONLY ONE OCEAN





AKADEMIK IOFFE
ONE OCEAN NAVIGATOR

Designed for long range polar research, the Akademik Ioffe 
(One Ocean Navigator) is modern, comfortable, safe and ice-
strengthened. She is the near identical sister ship to Akademik 
Sergey Vavilov. From small-group sessions to briefings for all 
passengers, we have public spaces onboard the ship ideally 
suited for each and every need. A separate lounge and bar, as 
well as a library, provide ideal places to sit and relax or catch up 
on some reading. A selection of movies and documentaries can 
also be watched in the lounge. The sumptuous meals prepared 
for you by our culinary team are enjoyed in our dining room, which 
can host all clients in a single seating and will keep you feeling 
healthy and strong for the myriad of activities enjoyed in small 
groups, offered throughout the voyage. Other facilities include the 
theatre style presentation room, gift-shop, fitness room, massage 
room, hot water spa, sauna and plunge pool.
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Akademik Ioffe and Akademik Sergey Vavilov were built for the Russian Academy of Science in 1989 
and 1988 respectively. Both vessels have contributed to international discoveries in the fields of hydro-
acoustics and the study of salinity, temperature and currents of the world’s oceans. Many of the original 
scientific instruments can be seen onboard today. The interesting names originate from a custom in the 
USSR, in which their fleet of oceanographic research ships were named after famous scientists. The vessels 
are named after two very prominent members of the scientific fraternity.

Akademik Abram Ioffe (1880–1960) was a prominent physicist. He established research laboratories 
for radioactivity, superconductivity and nuclear physics, many of which became independent institutes. 
Akademik Sergey Ivanovich Vavilov (1891–1951) was a physicist and the President of the Russian Academy 
of Sciences from 1945 until his death in 1951. He was known for his works in luminescence.
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ONE OCEAN SUITE 
Located on deck 5 this cabin is separated into two very 
spacious rooms. A spacious lounge area is perfect for relaxation 
and features a sofa (convertible to bed), large table, writing 
desk, ample storage, plus large picture windows overlooking 
the bow (forward facing) that can be opened. The separate 
bedroom features a double bed with upgraded linens and 
pillows, night-light, and window over the port side of the ship. 
The bathroom has a bathtub and shower. There is also a region 
specific iPad, mini stereo, coffee maker, fully stocked mini-bar, 
iPod alarm clock with audio line and several arm chairs. 

SHACKLETON SUITE 
Located on decks 4 and 5 these cabins are separated into 
two spacious rooms, one that is ideal for relaxation with a sofa 
(convertible to bed), large table, writing desk, chair, ample 
storage and a large window that can be opened. A separate 
private bedroom has a double berth with upgraded linens and 
pillows, night-light, private facilities, a region specific iPad, mini 
stereo, coffee maker, fully stocked mini-bar and iPod alarm 
clock with audio line.

SUPERIOR CABIN 
These very large cabins are located on deck 6, and feature 
two lower berths, a loveseat or chairs, writing desk and chair, 
ample storage and private washroom facilities. All cabins have 
a window that can be opened. These cabins provide great 
access to the outer observation decks and ship’s bridge.

TWIN PRIVATE CABIN 
Located on decks 4 and 5 these spacious, well-appointed 
cabins feature two lower berths, with private washroom 
facilities (sink, shower, toilet and bathroom cabinet). There are 
tall wardrobes with internal shelving for storage, a writing desk, 
chair, bookshelf, and a window that can be opened. 

TWIN SEMI PRIVATE 
Located on deck 4 these cabins have two lower berths, one of 
which can be converted to a sofa during the day. These cabins 
have tall wardrobes with internal shelving for storage, a writing 
desk, chair, bookshelf, and a window that can be opened. 
Facilities are semi-private – meaning you share the washroom 
with the adjacent cabin.  

MAIN DECK TRIPLE
Located on deck 3 these cabins feature two lower berths 
and one upper berth. One lower berth can be converted to 
a comfortable sofa during the day. Washroom facilities are 
shared. There is a washbasin in the cabin, a writing desk and 
chair and ample storage for all cabin occupants. These cabins 
are efficient and well-appointed with two portholes with the 
option to open one.
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AKADEMIK SERGEY VAVILOV
ONE OCEAN VOYAGER

Designed for long range polar research, Akademik Sergey Vavilov (One 
Ocean Voyager) is modern, comfortable, safe and ice-strengthened. The 
vessel features numerous passenger areas ideal for small group briefings 
or information sessions. An expansive observation lounge and bar offers 
sweeping 180-degree views, making it an ideal location for catching up 
over drinks or writing in your journal. The library/reading room is well stocked 
with fiction and non-fiction and is a wonderful spot to enjoy reading. The 
sumptuous meals prepared for you by our culinary team are enjoyed in 
our dining room, which can host all clients in a single seating and will keep 
you feeling healthy and strong for the myriad of activities, enjoyed in small 
groups, offered throughout your voyage. Other facilities include the theatre-
style presentation room, gift-shop, fitness room, massage room, hot water 
spa, sauna and plunge pool. 
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One Ocean Expeditions travels to some of the most extraordinary places in the world. What better way to 
truly appreciate these unique destinations than by exploring at your own pace, in small, interest-led groups. 
Our vessels carry a range from 92-146 guests, ensuring that you are able to join excursions every single 
time. Our Zodiac boats hold no more than 10-12 people, allowing you to spend quality time with your fellow 
passengers and guides. You can truly enjoy your expedition in the way you choose, opting for charging hikes, 
walks with naturalists or even enjoying some alone time on the ship.

When you travel with One Ocean Expeditions, you also have the option of utilizing an expedition gear 
package free of charge. Containing approximately US$900 worth of essential equipment, this kit includes 
a quality waterproof/windproof jacket and bib-pants, plus insulated rubber boots designed for extended 
walking. We also include a set of binoculars and trekking poles for use on shore. A waterproof backpack 
completes your package. We will help you select the right gear and show you how to secure your personal 
floatation device. We take care of the details so you can enjoy the experience.



 ONE OCEAN SUITE 
Located on deck 5 this cabin is separated into two very spacious 
rooms. A spacious lounge area is perfect for relaxation and 
features a sofa (convertible to bed), large table, writing desk, 
ample storage, plus large picture windows overlooking the bow 
(forward facing) that can be opened. The separate bedroom 
features a double bed with upgraded linens and pillows, a 
night-light, and window over the port side of the ship. The 
bathroom has a bathtub and shower. There is also a region 
specific iPad, mini stereo, coffee maker, fully stocked mini-bar, 
iPod alarm clock with audio line and several arm chairs. 

SHACKLETON SUITE 
Located on decks 4 and 5 these cabins are separated into 
two spacious rooms, one that is ideal for relaxation with a 
sofa (convertible to bed), large table, writing desk, chair, ample 
storage and a large window that can be opened. A separate 
private bedroom has a double berth with upgraded linens and 
pillows, a night-light, private facilities, a region specific iPad, 
mini stereo, coffee maker, fully stocked mini-bar, iPod alarm 
clock with audio line.

SUPERIOR CABIN 
There are three superior cabins, all located on Deck 3. These 
spacious and well-appointed cabins feature two lower berths, a 
writing desk and chair and plenty of storage space. Washroom 
facilities are private and all cabins have a porthole, which 
opens. These cabins provide great access to the outer decks, 
the dining room and gangway.

TWIN PRIVATE CABIN 
Located on decks 3, 4 and 5 these spacious, well-appointed 
cabins feature two lower berths, with private washroom 
facilities (sink, shower, toilet and bathroom cabinet). There 
are tall wardrobes with internal shelving for storage, a writing 
desk, chair, bookshelf, and a window that can be opened. Twin 
Private cabins on deck 3 feature portholes instead of windows.

TWIN SEMI PRIVATE 
Located on deck 4 these cabins have two lower berths, 
one of which can be converted to a sofa during the day. 
These cabins have tall wardrobes with internal shelving for 
storage, a writing desk, chair, bookshelf, and a window that 
can be opened. Facilities are semi-private – meaning you  
share the washroom with the adjacent cabin. 

MAIN DECK TRIPLE
Located on deck 3 these cabins feature two lower berths 
and one upper berth. One lower berth can be converted to 
a comfortable sofa during the day. Washroom facilities are 
shared. There is a washbasin in the cabin, a writing desk and 
chair and ample storage for all cabin occupants. These cabins 
are efficient and well-appointed with two portholes with the 
option to open one.
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RCGS RESOLUTE
Designed for comfort, RCGS Resolute is modern, well-
appointed, safe and ice-strengthened. From small group 
sessions to briefings for all passengers, we have public spaces 
onboard the ship ideally suited for each and every need. Two 
separate bar and lounge areas featuring 180-degree views and 
a wonderfully stocked library provide ideal places to relax or 
catch up on some reading. The sumptuous meals prepared for 
you by our culinary team are enjoyed in either of our two dining 
rooms, one of which features our popular bistro menu offering 
quick and easy meals for those prioritizing time out on deck. Both 
dining rooms have ample and open seating, paired with modern 
furnishings and large picture windows with 180-degree views. 
Other facilities include our theatre style presentation room, gift-
shop, gymnasium, wellness centre, hot water spa, sauna and 
steam room and salt water pool.
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RCGS Resolute is named after the Inuit town of Resolute, in Nunavut territory, which in 
turn was named after the Merchant Navy vessel, HMS Resolute by Canadian settlers. Built 
in 1850, HMS Resolute was lost in the Arctic ice from 1854-55. It was then discovered by 
the U.S. and returned to the British Royal Navy in 1856. Along with her historical roots, 
RCGS Resolute is proud to carry the ship prefix of The Royal Canadian Geographical 
Society (RCGS), our exclusive marine travel partner in education, environmental science, 
and exploration.
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ONE OCEAN SUITE 
Located on deck 6 these cabins offer ample space (44m2) 
including the comfort of a sectional lounge with matching club 
chairs, a large desk, expansive soft-close cabinetry, washroom 
facilities including both a shower and bathtub. Sleeping quarters 
feature the option for either a double or two single configured 
beds with upgraded linens and pillows. Included are a night-light, 
region specific iPad, mini stereo, coffee maker, stocked mini-bar, 
alarm clock with audio line, private flora and fauna library, all to 
enjoy amidst the large picture windows overlooking either the port 
or starboard side of the vessel.

SHACKLETON SUITE 
Located on deck 6 these cabins offer ample space (22m2) including 
the comfort of a sectional lounge, a large desk, expansive soft-close 
cabinetry, washroom facilities including both a shower and bathtub. 
Sleeping quarters feature the option for either a double or two single 
configured beds with upgraded linens and pillows. Included are a 
night-light, region specific iPad, mini stereo, coffee maker, stocked 
mini-bar, alarm clock with audio line, private flora and fauna library, 
all to enjoy amidst the large picture windows overlooking either the 
port or starboard side of the vessel.

SUPERIOR PLUS CABIN 
Located forward on deck 5 these cabins feature the option for either 
a double or two single configured beds. A sectional lounge is placed 
by the large picture windows, writing desk and chair, ample storage 
and private washroom facilities. These cabins are spacious and 
comfortable. Along with our full range of in-cabin amenities, cabins 
feature an in-room mini-bar offering wine and beer replenished daily, 
a field guide, voyage notebook and private reference library.

SUPERIOR CABIN 
Located forward on deck 5 these cabins feature the option for either 
a double or two single configured beds. A sectional lounge is placed 
by the large picture windows, writing desk/chair, ample storage 
and private washroom facilities. These cabins are spacious and 
comfortable. Along with our full range of in-cabin amenities, guests 
also enjoy an in-room mini-bar featuring wine and beer replenished 
daily, a field guide and voyage notebook.

TWIN PRIVATE CABIN 
Located on deck 4 these cabins feature the option for either a 
double or two single configured beds.  A sectional lounge is placed 
by the large picture windows, writing desk/chair, ample storage 
and private washroom facilities. These cabins are spacious and 
comfortable. 

MAIN DECK TRIPLE
Located on deck 3 these cabins feature the option for a double or 
two single beds and a third Pullman berth, which can fold out from 
the wall if required. A sectional lounge is placed by the portholes, 
writing desk and chair, ample storage and private washroom 
facilities. These cabins are spacious and well-appointed.
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TRAVEL 
WITH PURPOSE

THE ONE OCEAN FOUNDATION 
From the beginning, One Ocean Expeditions and our guests have been contributing to programs aligned with our core 
values of education, exploration, science, socioeconomic development and sustainable tourism. As part of our commitment 
to environmental and social responsibility and to giving back to the communities in which we operate, we created The 
One Ocean Foundation (Canadian registered not-for-profit) in 2017 to house the growing financial contributions from both 
passengers and the company itself. 

Through The One Ocean Foundation, a wide range of community outreach programs have been developed in partnership 
with hand-selected organizations. This has enabled millions of dollars in financial support to build, evolve and continue the 
development of key programs. These programs delve into and support areas of food security, youth recreation and sport 
in the Canadian Arctic, studies in global ocean science literacy and plastics research, and national development of youth 
geographical and oceanic education. 

The select beneficiaries and key programs supported under The One Ocean Foundation include: The Royal Canadian 
Geographical Society (RCGS), Ocean Wise, Oceanites, California Ocean Alliance, Recreation and Parks Association of 
Nunavut (RPAN), Vancouver Maritime Museum, South Georgia Heritage Trust, Scott Polar Research Institute (SPRI) and The 
New Zealand Antarctic Heritage Trust.

THERE IS  ONLY ONE OCEAN



THE ROYAL CANADIAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY (RCGS) 
One Ocean Expeditions and The Royal Canadian Geographical Society are exclusive partners in education, environmental 
science and exploration in Canada’s North. This historic partnership expands both organizations’ capacity to promote 
education, scientific research, as well as social and economic development in the Canadian Arctic. We are supporting the 
core mission of RCGS: to make Canada better known to Canadians and to the world. 

OCEAN WISE 
Ocean Wise is a recognized international leader in connecting people to our natural world. We have created a formal 
partnership to expand our joint educational programming, allowing Ocean Wise to conduct ground-breaking research 
onboard. Initiatives include documenting microplastics in Arctic and Antarctic waters, creating the first Barcode of Life 
DNA database, as well as marine mammal tracking and oceanographic sampling.

OCEANITES 
For over 25 years, Oceanites has been in Antarctica counting penguins, providing scientific data and analyses on population 
changes to empower fact-based conservation. One Ocean Expeditions supports Oceanites onboard to ensure that timely 
and accurate penguin surveys are conducted at critical times on specific rookeries along the Antarctic Peninsula. 

CALIFORNIA OCEAN ALLIANCE (COA) 
California Ocean Alliance conducts world-class marine research, leading directly to sound policy decisions that safeguard 
marine mammals. COA scientists, led by Dr. Ari Friedlaender, travel with us each year to Antarctica, conducting cutting-edge 
research. By improving our understanding of behaviour, as well as promoting continued conservation and management, 
we hope to better understand the effects of a changing climate on these magnificent mammals.

RECREATION & PARKS ASSOCIATION OF NUNAVUT (RPAN) 
Nunavut’s leader and a voice for community recreation was established in 2012 with a commitment to enhance the quality 
of life for individuals and communities through recreation. RPAN has provided training and certification to more than 350 
leaders and youth. In 2017, with our assistance, RPAN launched NU Play, a youth focused initiative combining their most 
successful youth training program with a new year-round initiative.

VANCOUVER MARITIME MUSEUM (VMM) 
The VMM has worked to preserve maritime history in the Pacific Northwest and the Arctic. Working with local community 
members, they have built a program with One Ocean Expeditions to inspire youth to learn about their heritage. Newly 
developed community engagement projects allow historical artifacts to be reintroduced back to remote Inuit communities. 

SOUTH GEORGIA HERITAGE TRUST (SGHT) 
Established in 2005, the South Georgia Heritage Trust raises funds to support heritage preservation and the conservation 
of indigenous flora and fauna in South Georgia - an island with the greatest concentration of seabirds on the planet. We 
began supporting the SGHT in the successful invasive species eradication program, protecting many bird species from 
extinction, and continue to support the SGHT’s ongoing efforts to restore the island’s natural ecology.   

SCOTT POLAR RESEARCH INSTITUTE (SPRI) 
Part of the University of Cambridge, The Scott Polar Research Institute is the centre of excellence in the study of the Arctic 
and Antarctica in both the natural and social sciences. We support SPRI’s mission to enhance the understanding of the 
polar regions through scholarly research. SPRI is educating new generations of polar researchers, caring for and making 
accessible its world-leading collections and protecting the history and environmental significance of the polar regions to 
the wider community.

THE NEW ZEALAND ANTARCTIC HERITAGE TRUST
The New Zealand Antarctic Heritage Trust is a charity with the mission to conserve, share and encourage the spirit of 
exploration. The Trust cares for the remarkable expedition bases of early Antarctic explorers, including Captain Robert 
Falcon Scott, Sir Ernest Shackleton and Sir Edmund Hillary. It shares the legacy of exploration through outreach programs 
and encourages the spirit of exploration through expeditions to engage and inspire a new generation.

PARTNERS 
Building Long Lasting & Meaningful Relationships
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PARTNERS 
Building Long Lasting & Meaningful Relationships
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VICTORIA STRAIT EXPEDITION
The successful find of HMS Erebus in 2014 marked a 
momentous breakthrough in the exploration of the Canadian 
Arctic. In 1845, Sir John Franklin and his crew set off on 
their ill-fated expedition to find an access route through the 
Northwest Passage. HMS Erebus and HMS Terror failed to 
return, sparking one of the greatest marine mysteries of all 
time. Previous searches for answers helped to map Canada, 
but resulted in little evidence as to the fate of Franklin and 
his crew. 

In 2014, One Ocean Expeditions joined The Royal Canadian 
Geographical Society as a partner in the Parks Canada-led 
Victoria Strait Expedition, contributing our vessel, Akademik 
Sergey Vavilov, to an undertaking that resulted in the discovery 
of Franklin’s long-missing HMS Erebus. It had been resting on 
the ocean floor in near perfect condition for over 160 years. 
Subsequently the HMS Terror was found two years later. 

Through methodical research and a carefully planned joint 
venture, One Ocean Expeditions was able to help unlock 
the mystery of HMS Erebus, and in doing so showcase 
our capabilities as a leading Canadian polar operator and a 
world-leader in safe and sustainable expedition travel.
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ONE OCEAN EXPEDITIONS
SCIENCE RESEARCH LAB
One Ocean Expeditions continues to expand education and 
awareness in ocean health literacy by partnering with carefully 
selected organizations worldwide. In consultation with leading 
scientists, we have created and integrated a clean, mobile 
laboratory space, consistently enabling cutting-edge research 
in some of the most remote and inaccessible parts of the 
world. By offering a dedicated platform for oceanographic 
inquiry, scientists are able to conduct their work in a controlled 
environment, allowing efficient analysis of data. Whilst onboard, 
our guests have the unique opportunity to learn from and interact 
with ocean health experts, sharing knowledge and creating 
ambassadors for the sensitive regions in which we travel.
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COME AS A PASSENGER, 
LEAVE AS A FRIEND
For over a decade, thousands of intrepid travellers have 
experienced the remote regions of the world on a One 
Ocean Expeditions small-ship voyage. All of our guests who 
walked up the gangway of their ship came as a passenger 
and left as a friend. Together, we have shared some of life’s 
most unique experiences. Few will forget their first polar 
bear, or Antarctic tabular iceberg, meeting an Inuit family in 
the Arctic, or the thrill of observing king penguins in South 
Georgia. These are memories to treasure. We want you 
to feel part of the One Ocean family. We have created the 
most generous past passenger loyalty program offered in 
the expedition travel industry. Speak to our sales team or 
your preferred agent for more information. We look forward 
to welcoming you back onboard.
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“Such a fantastic experience! The staff were entertaining, extremely knowledgeable and took excellent care of 
us. The excursions were simply breathtaking. I honestly cannot think of how they could have provided a better 
experience. Thank you so much to One Ocean Expeditions for the trip of a lifetime. I’ve traveled to over 70 
countries on countless tours and this company is truly one of the best I’ve experienced thus far!” 

J. Case, Antarctic Peninsula Adventure, March 2018



DATES NIGHTS VOYAGE ITINERARY STARTS/ ENDS
EXPEDITION 

VESSEL
TRIPLE 

PRIVATE
TWIN

PRIVATE
SUPERIOR

SUPERIOR
PLUS

SHACKLETON 
SUITE

ONE OCEAN 
SUITE

CHARTER 
FLIGHTS

05 JUN 19
12 JUN 19

7
SCOTLAND & IRELAND
GOLF EXPEDITION

DUBLIN/
LEITH

RCGS  
RESOLUTE

4395 5395 6195 6395 7595 9195 N/A

12 JUN 19
23 JUN 19

11
SCOTLAND, FAROE  
ISLANDS & ICELAND

LEITH /
REYKJAVIK

RCGS  
RESOLUTE

5695 7095 7795 7995 9195 11095 N/A

ISLANDS OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC  | 2019

DATES NIGHTS VOYAGE ITINERARY STARTS/ ENDS
EXPEDITION 

VESSEL
TRIPLE 

PRIVATE
TWIN

PRIVATE
SUPERIOR

SUPERIOR
PLUS

SHACKLETON 
SUITE

ONE OCEAN 
SUITE

CHARTER 
FLIGHTS

31 MAR 19
13 APR 19

13 CHILEAN FJORDS
USHUAIA /

VALPARAISO
RCGS  

RESOLUTE
5695 6995 7295 7655 7895 9895 N/A

23 APR 19 
2 MAY 19

9
COSTA RICA AND  
THE PANAMA CANAL

PUERTO CALDERA /
COLON

RCGS  
RESOLUTE

3995 5295 5895 6095 7095 8695 N/A

02 MAY 19
11 MAY 19

9 PANAMA TO MEXICO
COLON / 
COZUMEL

RCGS  
RESOLUTE

3995 5295 5895 6095 7095 8695 N/A

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA | 2019

RCGS RESOLUTE DATES & PRICING
2019

All prices are in US$ per person sharing | Voyages start and finish in locations as indicated | A 5% GST will be added to the voyage price for domestic Canadian itineraries | In the Canadian 
Arctic, charter flights are required to get to the start and finish points of the voyage. Ottawa is our gateway for Iqaluit (Baffin Island) and Kangerlussuaq (Greenland). Edmonton is our gateway 
for Cambridge Bay (Nunavut). We have negotiated competitive airfares of US$1995 round-trip/return, The cost of these flights will be added to your voyage price | Single supplement is 
1.5 x the published twin rate for twin private and superior cabins. Single supplement is 2 x the published twin rate for suites. Single supplement is not available in triple cabins | Expedition 
sea kayaking program is an additional US$695 per person - available on all departures (US$495 Chilean Fjords). Note: Kayaking is included in the price for the Central America, ‘Canada’s 
East Coast – Fins & Fiddles’ and ‘Golfing Expedition’ voyages. Please contact your OOE sales representative or preferred travel agent for non-golfing rates.

A Canadian Signature Experience as designated by Destination Canada

DATES NIGHTS VOYAGE ITINERARY STARTS/ ENDS
EXPEDITION 

VESSEL
TRIPLE 

PRIVATE
TWIN 

PRIVATE
SUPERIOR

SUPERIOR 
PLUS

SHACKLETON 
SUITE

ONE OCEAN 
SUITE

CHARTER 
FLIGHTS

03 JUL 19
10 JUL 19

7
CANADA’S EAST COAST 
GOLF EXPEDITION

LOUISBOURG
(NOVA SCOTIA)

RCGS  
RESOLUTE

4395 5395 6195 6395 7595 9195 N/A

10 JUL 19
20 JUL 19

10
CANADA’S EAST COAST - 
FINS AND FIDDLES

LOUISBOURG
(NOVA SCOTIA)

RCGS  
RESOLUTE

4895 6195 7095 7295 8695 10495 N/A

20 JUL 19
30 JUL 19

10
LABRADOR AND  
TORNGAT EXPLORER

LOUISBOURG / 
IQALUIT 

RCGS  
RESOLUTE

5295 6695 7595 7795 9195 11095 995

30 JUL 19
09 AUG 19

10
SOUTH BAFFIN EXPLORER - 
ART, CULTURE & WILDLIFE IQALUIT 

RCGS  
RESOLUTE

7995 10295 11595 11895 13495 15195 1995

09 AUG 19 
19 AUG 19

10
BAFFIN ISLAND & GREENLAND 
EXPLORER

IQALUIT / 
KANGERLUSSUAQ 

RCGS  
RESOLUTE

10895 12795 13995 14195 15295 16495 1995

19 AUG 19 
31 AUG 19

12
CLASSIC NORTHWEST 
PASSAGE - WESTBOUND

KANGERLUSSUAQ /
CAMBRIDGE BAY

RCGS  
RESOLUTE

VOYAGE FULLY BOOKED

31 AUG 19
12 SEP19

12
CLASSIC NORTHWEST 
PASSAGE - EASTBOUND

CAMBRIDGE BAY / 
KANGERLUSSUAQ

RCGS
RESOLUTE

12695 15695 17195 17495 18795 19795 1995

CANADA’S EAST COAST, CANADIAN ARCTIC & GREENLAND  | 2019



DATES NIGHTS VOYAGE ITINERARY STARTS/ ENDS
EXPEDITION 

VESSEL
TRIPLE 
SHARE

TWIN-SEMI 
PRIVATE

TWIN  
PRIVATE

SUPERIOR
SHACKLETON 

SUITE
ONE OCEAN 

SUITE
CHARTER 
FLIGHTS

08 JUN 19
19 JUN 19

11 SPITSBERGEN EXPLORER
LONGYEARBYEN 

(NORWAY)
VAVILOV

(VOYAGER)
8095 9095 10395 12395 13595 15495 N/A

19 JUN 19 
28 JUN 19

9
SPITSBERGEN ENCOUNTER
(Photography Symposium)

LONGYEARBYEN 
(NORWAY)

VAVILOV
(VOYAGER)

5895 7395 8495 9795 10895 12695 N/A

28 JUN 19
07 JUL 19

9 SPITSBERGEN ENCOUNTER
LONGYEARBYEN 

(NORWAY)
VAVILOV

(VOYAGER)
5895 7395 8495 9795 10895 12695 N/A

07 JUL 19
18 JUL 19

11 SPITSBERGEN EXPLORER LONGYEARBYEN 
(NORWAY)

VAVILOV
(VOYAGER)

8095 9095 10395 12395 13595 15495 N/A

All prices are in US$ per person sharing. Voyages start and finish in locations as indicated | A 5% GST will be added to the voyage price for domestic Canadian itineraries |  In the Canadian 
Arctic, charter flights are required to get to the start and finish points of the voyage. Ottawa is our gateway for Iqaluit (Baffin Island). Edmonton is our gateway for Cambridge Bay and Resolute 
(Nunavut). We have negotiated competitive airfares of US$1995 round-trip/return, The cost of these flights will be added to your voyage price | Single supplement is 1.5 x the published twin 
rate for twin-semi private, twin private and superior cabins. Single supplement is 2 x the published twin rate for suites. Single supplement is not available in triple cabins.  | Expedition sea 
kayaking program is an additional US$695 per person - available on all departures. Note: Kayaking is included in the price on the ‘Canada’s East Coast – Fins and Fiddles’ voyage | Please 
contact your OOE sales representative or preferred travel agent for non-golfing rates.

AKADEMIK SERGEY VAVILOV (ONE OCEAN VOYAGER) DATES & PRICING
SPITSBERGEN | 2019 

A Canadian Signature Experience as designated by Destination Canada

DATES NIGHTS VOYAGE ITINERARY STARTS/ ENDS
EXPEDITION 

VESSEL
TRIPLE 
SHARE

TWIN-SEMI 
PRIVATE

TWIN  
PRIVATE

SUPERIOR
SHACKLETON 

SUITE
ONE OCEAN 

SUITE
CHARTER 
FLIGHTS

02 JUL 19
12 JUL 19

10
CANADA’S EAST COAST - 
FINS AND FIDDLES

LOUISBOURG
(NOVA SCOTIA)

IOFFE
(NAVIGATOR)

3595 4595 5895 6695 7795 9295 N/A

12 JUL 19
22 JUL 19

10
LABRADOR AND  
TORNGAT EXPLORER

LOUISBOURG / 
IQALUIT 

IOFFE
(NAVIGATOR)

3895 4895 6295 7095 8295 10095 995

22 JUL 19
02 AUG 19

11
BAFFIN ISLAND -
JEWEL OF THE ARCTIC

IQALUIT / 
RESOLUTE

IOFFE
(NAVIGATOR)

7895 8995 10895 11795 13495 15495 1995

02 AUG 19 
11 AUG 19

9
HIGH ARCTIC  
EXPLORER

 RESOLUTE 
IOFFE

(NAVIGATOR)
7095 8095 9595 10695 12195 13895 1995

11 AUG 19 
20 AUG 19

9
PATHWAYS TO 
FRANKLIN

RESOLUTE/
CAMBRIDGE BAY

IOFFE
(NAVIGATOR)

7095 8095 9595 10695 12195 13895 1995

20 AUG 19
01 SEP19

12
CLASSIC NORTHWEST
PASSAGE + BAFFIN ISLAND

CAMBRIDGE BAY / 
IQALUIT

IOFFE
(NAVIGATOR)

9995 11795 13995 15295 16795 18695 1995

AKADEMIK IOFFE (ONE OCEAN NAVIGATOR) DATES & PRICING
CANADA’S EAST COAST & CANADIAN ARCTIC | 2019 

SALES: voyages@oneoceanexpeditions.com 
MEDIA: media@oneoceanexpeditions.com 
AUSTRALIA/NZ: +1 300 368 123 | +61 (0)2 9119 2228 
NORTH AMERICA: +1 855 416 2326 | +1 604 390 4900
UK, EUROPE & REST OF THE WORLD: +351 962 721 836
WEB: oneoceanexpeditions.com
 



DATES NIGHTS VOYAGE ITINERARY STARTS/ ENDS
EXPEDITION 

VESSEL
TRIPLE 
SHARE

TWIN-SEMI 
PRIVATE

TWIN  
PRIVATE

SUPERIOR
SHACKLETON 

SUITE
ONE OCEAN 

SUITE
CHARTER 
FLIGHTS

08 JUN 19
19 JUN 19

11 SPITSBERGEN EXPLORER
LONGYEARBYEN 

(NORWAY)
VAVILOV

(VOYAGER)
8095 9095 10395 12395 13595 15495 N/A

19 JUN 19 
28 JUN 19

9
SPITSBERGEN ENCOUNTER
(Photography Symposium)

LONGYEARBYEN 
(NORWAY)

VAVILOV
(VOYAGER)

5895 7395 8495 9795 10895 12695 N/A

28 JUN 19
07 JUL 19

9 SPITSBERGEN ENCOUNTER
LONGYEARBYEN 

(NORWAY)
VAVILOV

(VOYAGER)
5895 7395 8495 9795 10895 12695 N/A

07 JUL 19
18 JUL 19

11 SPITSBERGEN EXPLORER LONGYEARBYEN 
(NORWAY)

VAVILOV
(VOYAGER)

8095 9095 10395 12395 13595 15495 N/A

DATES NIGHTS VOYAGE ITINERARY STARTS/ ENDS
EXPEDITION 

VESSEL
TRIPLE 
SHARE

TWIN-SEMI 
PRIVATE

TWIN  
PRIVATE

SUPERIOR
SHACKLETON 

SUITE
ONE OCEAN 

SUITE
CHARTER 
FLIGHTS

02 JUL 19
12 JUL 19

10
CANADA’S EAST COAST - 
FINS AND FIDDLES

LOUISBOURG
(NOVA SCOTIA)

IOFFE
(NAVIGATOR)

3595 4595 5895 6695 7795 9295 N/A

12 JUL 19
22 JUL 19

10
LABRADOR AND  
TORNGAT EXPLORER

LOUISBOURG / 
IQALUIT 

IOFFE
(NAVIGATOR)

3895 4895 6295 7095 8295 10095 995

22 JUL 19
02 AUG 19

11
BAFFIN ISLAND -
JEWEL OF THE ARCTIC

IQALUIT / 
RESOLUTE

IOFFE
(NAVIGATOR)

7895 8995 10895 11795 13495 15495 1995

02 AUG 19 
11 AUG 19

9
HIGH ARCTIC  
EXPLORER

 RESOLUTE 
IOFFE

(NAVIGATOR)
7095 8095 9595 10695 12195 13895 1995

11 AUG 19 
20 AUG 19

9
PATHWAYS TO 
FRANKLIN

RESOLUTE/
CAMBRIDGE BAY

IOFFE
(NAVIGATOR)

7095 8095 9595 10695 12195 13895 1995

20 AUG 19
01 SEP19

12
CLASSIC NORTHWEST
PASSAGE + BAFFIN ISLAND

CAMBRIDGE BAY / 
IQALUIT

IOFFE
(NAVIGATOR)

9995 11795 13995 15295 16795 18695 1995

AKADEMIK IOFFE (ONE OCEAN NAVIGATOR) DATES & PRICING
ANTARCTICA, SOUTH GEORGIA & FALKLAND ISLANDS | 2019/2020

DATES NIGHTS VOYAGE ITINERARY STARTS/ ENDS
EXPEDITION 

VESSEL
TRIPLE 
SHARE

TWIN-SEMI 
PRIVATE

TWIN  
PRIVATE

SUPERIOR
SHACKLETON 

SUITE
ONE OCEAN 

SUITE

06 NOV 19
18 NOV 19

12 ANTARCTICA - OFF THE BEATEN TRACK USHUAIA 
IOFFE

(NAVIGATOR)
9295 11695 12795 13695 15495 17395

18 NOV 19
06 DEC 19

18
FALKLAND ISLANDS, SOUTH GEORGIA
& ANTARCTICA

USHUAIA  
IOFFE

(NAVIGATOR)
14195 16295 18195 19295 21195 23195

06 DEC 19
16 DEC 19

 10 ANTARCTIC PENINSULA ADVENTURE USHUAIA 
IOFFE

(NAVIGATOR)
9095 11295 12295 13395 14595 16595

16 DEC 19
28 DEC 19

12
CHRISTMAS IN ANTARCTICA 
& THE WEDDELL SEA USHUAIA 

IOFFE
(NAVIGATOR)

10895 13495 14795 15995 17495 19895

28 DEC 19
07 JAN 20

10
ANTARCTICA IN-DEPTH 
(CIRCLE CROSSING VOYAGE)

USHUAIA / KING 
GEORGE ISLAND  

IOFFE
(NAVIGATOR)

11695 13795 14895 15595 17195 18895

07 JAN 20
18 JAN 20

11
ULTIMATE ANTARCTICA - WEDDELL 
SEA & THE FALKLAND ISLANDS

 KING GEORGE 
ISLAND / STANLEY 

IOFFE
(NAVIGATOR)

12595 14895 16695 17595 19495 21195

18 JAN 20
04 FEB 20

17
FALKLAND ISLANDS, SOUTH 
GEORGIA, & ANTARCTICA

STANLEY / KING 
GEORGE ISLAND 

IOFFE
(NAVIGATOR)

18095 20595 22795 24395 26295 28295

04 FEB 20
15 FEB 20

11
ULTIMATE ANTARCTICA - WEDDELL 
SEA & THE FALKLAND ISLANDS

KING GEORGE 
ISLAND / STANLEY 

IOFFE
(NAVIGATOR)

12595 14895 16695 17595 19495 21195

15 FEB 20
04 MAR 20

18
FALKLAND ISLANDS, SOUTH 
GEORGIA & ANTARCTICA

STANLEY / 
USHUAIA 

IOFFE
(NAVIGATOR)

18895 22295 24495 25895 27495 28695

04 MAR 20
14 MAR 20

10 ANTARCTIC PENINSULA ADVENTURE USHUAIA
IOFFE

(NAVIGATOR)
9095 11295 12295 13395 14595 16595

DATES NIGHTS VOYAGE ITINERARY STARTS/ ENDS
EXPEDITION 

VESSEL
TRIPLE 
SHARE

TWIN-SEMI 
PRIVATE

TWIN  
PRIVATE

SUPERIOR
SHACKLETON 

SUITE
ONE OCEAN 

SUITE

26 OCT 19 
09 NOV 19

14
SOUTH GEORGIA IN-DEPTH 
(PHOTOGRAPHY SYMPOSIUM)

STANLEY
VAVILOV

(VOYAGER)
10295 12495 13795 14695 16695 18495

09 NOV 19
27 NOV 19

18
FALKLAND ISLANDS, SOUTH 
GEORGIA, & ANTARCTICA

STANLEY / 
USHUAIA 

VAVILOV
(VOYAGER)

14195 16295 18195 19295 21195 23195

27 NOV 19
07 DEC 19

10 ANTARCTIC PENINSULA ADVENTURE USHUAIA
VAVILOV

(VOYAGER)
9095 11295 12295 13395 14595 16595

07 DEC 19
17 DEC 19

10
ANTARCTICA IN-DEPTH 
(EXTENDED PENINSULA VOYAGE)

USHUAIA / KING 
GEORGE ISLAND  

VAVILOV
(VOYAGER)

10095 12495 13295 13995 15295 16695

17 DEC 19
28 DEC 19

11 ULTIMATE CHRISTMAS IN ANTARCTICA
 KING GEORGE 

ISLAND /STANLEY
VAVILOV

(VOYAGER)
12595 14895 16695 17595 19495 21195

28 DEC 19
13 JAN 20

16
FALKLAND ISLANDS, SOUTH GEORGIA 
& ANTARCTICA

STANLEY / KING 
GEORGE ISLAND   

VAVILOV
(VOYAGER)

16995 19395 21495 22895 24795 26695

20 JAN 20 
01 FEB 20

12
ULTIMATE ANTARCTICA - 
WEDDELL SEA & FALKLAND ISLANDS

KING GEORGE 
ISLAND / STANLEY 

VAVILOV
(VOYAGER)

13795 16295 18195 19195 21295 23095

01 FEB 20
11 FEB 20

10 QUEST FOR THE ANTARCTIC CIRCLE
STANLEY / KING 
GEORGE ISLAND 

VAVILOV
(VOYAGER)

11695 13795 14895 15595 17195 18895

11 FEB 20
21 FEB 20

10
ANTARCTICA IN-DEPTH
(CIRCLE CROSSING VOYAGE)

KING GEORGE 
ISLAND / USHUAIA

VAVILOV
(VOYAGER)

10095 12495 13295 13995 15295 16695

21 FEB 20
05 MAR 20

13 ANTARCTICA DEEP SOUTH USHUAIA 
VAVILOV

(VOYAGER) 11795 14595 15995 17295 18995 21495

05 MAR 20 
15 MAR 20

10 MARINE MAMMALS OF ANTARCTICA USHUAIA 
VAVILOV

(VOYAGER) 9095 11295 12295 13395 14595 16595

AKADEMIK SERGEY VAVILOV (ONE OCEAN VOYAGER) DATES & PRICING
ANTARCTICA, SOUTH GEORGIA & FALKLAND ISLANDS | 2019/2020



RCGS RESOLUTE DATES & PRICING
ANTARCTICA, SOUTH GEORGIA & FALKLAND ISLANDS | 2019/2020  

All prices are in US$ per person sharing. | Voyages start and finish in locations indicated | Single supplement is 1.5 x the published twin rate for twin-semi private, twin private and superior 
cabins. Single supplement is 2 x the published twin rate for suites. Single supplement is not available in triple cabins. No single supplement applies for passengers willing to share | Sea 
kayaking program is an additional US$795 per person. You must pre-register for this activity at time of booking | Photography Symposium (Limited Availability) - interested participants must 
pre-register for these programs at time of booking. | Camping in Antarctica is included in the price of your voyage. There is no need to pre-book this activity however, we ask for expression 
of interest at time of booking. (Camping is subject to weather conditions). Please note - camping is less likely to happen on the longer voyages to the Falkland Islands, South Georgia and 
Antarctica itineraries or on March voyages. Camping is not offered on ‘South Georgia – In Depth’ voyages.

RCGS RESOLUTE - Voyages commencing/ending in Stanley (Falkland Islands) are accessed by flights from Santiago, Chile. The cost of these flights will be added to your voyage 
price | Kayaking is open to 30 participants per voyage at an additional cost | ‘Antarctica – Off the Beaten Track’ (06 NOV 19) features a range of additional activities, including ski touring, 
snowshoeing, overnight sea-kayaking and photographic workshops. You must pre-register for these activities at time of booking. Additional costs may apply.

AKADEMIK IOFFE / AKADEMIK SERGEY VAVILOV - Voyages commencing/ending in Stanley (Falkland Islands) or King George Island (Antarctica) include flights from Punta Arenas (Chile). 
The cost of these flights is included in the voyage price | Voyages ending at King George Island (Antarctica) and flying back to Punta Arenas (Chile) include one night complimentary hotel 
accommodation at the end of the voyage in Punta Arenas | Kayaking is open to 16 participants per voyage at an additional cost.
 

DATES NIGHTS VOYAGE ITINERARY STARTS/ ENDS
EXPEDITION 

VESSEL
TRIPLE 

PRIVATE
TWIN

PRIVATE
SUPERIOR 

SUPERIOR
PLUS

SHACKLETON 
SUITE

ONE OCEAN 
SUITE

CHARTER 
FLIGHTS

20 OCT 19
07 NOV 19

18
FALKLAND ISLANDS, SOUTH 
GEORGIA & ANTARCTICA

PUNTA ARENAS 
/ STANLEY  

RCGS 
RESOLUTE

15095 19795 20895 21395 22995 25195 495

07 NOV 19
21 NOV 19

14
SOUTH GEORGIA IN-DEPTH 
(PHOTOGRAPHY SYMPOSIUM)

STANLEY 
RCGS 

RESOLUTE
13195 14995 15995 16395 18095 19995 995

21 NOV 19
01 DEC 19

10
ANTARCTIC PENINSULA 
ADVENTURE STANLEY

RCGS 
RESOLUTE

11295 12995 14095 14395 15395 17795 995

01 DEC 19
11 DEC 19

10
ANTARCTIC PENINSULA 
ADVENTURE

STANLEY
RCGS 

RESOLUTE
11295 12995 14095 14395 15395 17795 995

11 DEC 19
21 DEC 19

10
ANTARCTIC PENINSULA 
ADVENTURE

STANLEY
RCGS 

RESOLUTE
12495 13395 14495 14995 15895 17995 995

21 DEC 19 
31 DEC 19

10 CHRISTMAS IN ANTARCTICA STANLEY
RCGS 

RESOLUTE
12695 13595 14795 15195 16095 18295 995

31 DEC 19
17 JAN 20

17
FALKLAND ISLANDS, SOUTH 
GEORGIA  & ANTARCTICA - 
MEGA COLONIES 

STANLEY / 
USHUAIA

RCGS 
RESOLUTE

21195 25595 26995 27395 28795 29995 495

17 JAN 20
28 JAN 20

11 ANTARCTIC CIRCLE VOYAGE USHUAIA
RCGS 

RESOLUTE
13695 14995 16195 16695 17795 20195 -

28 JAN 20
14 FEB 20

17
ANTARCTICA, SOUTH GEORGIA 
& FALKLAND ISLANDS

USHUAIA /
STANLEY

RCGS 
RESOLUTE

21195 25595 26995 27395 28795 29995 495

14 FEB 20
26 FEB 20

12
JOURNEY BELOW THE 
ANTARCTIC CIRCLE

STANLEY
RCGS 

RESOLUTE
14995 16295 17695 18295 19395 21995 995

26 FEB 20
08 MAR 20

11
JOURNEY BELOW THE 
ANTARCTIC CIRCLE

STANLEY
RCGS 

RESOLUTE
13695 14995 16195 16695 17795 20195 995

08 MAR 20
18 MAR 20

10
ANTARCTIC PENINSULA 
ADVENTURE

STANLEY 
RCGS 

RESOLUTE
11295 12995 14095 14395 15395 17795 995

18 MAR 20
28 MAR 20

10
MARINE MAMMALS OF 
ANTARCTICA

STANLEY /
USHUAIA 

RCGS 
RESOLUTE

11295 12995 14095 14395 15395 17795 495

28 MAR 20
10 APR 20

13 CHILEAN FJORDS ADVENTURE
USHUAIA /

VALPARAISO
RCGS 

RESOLUTE
6495 7995 8295 8695 8995 11195 -

SANTIAGO - YOUR GATEWAY CITY: All Stanley arrivals and departures connect by charter flight to/from Santiago. 

SALES: voyages@oneoceanexpeditions.com 
MEDIA: media@oneoceanexpeditions.com 
AUSTRALIA/NZ: +1 300 368 123 | +61 (0)2 9119 2228 
NORTH AMERICA: +1 855 416 2326 | +1 604 390 4900
UK, EUROPE & REST OF THE WORLD: +351 962 721 836
WEB: oneoceanexpeditions.com
 



SANTIAGO - YOUR GATEWAY CITY: All Stanley arrivals and departures connect by charter flight to/from Santiago. 
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there is  onlyone ocean
oneoceanexpedi t ions.com

SALES ENQUIRIES: voyages@oneoceanexpeditions.com 
MEDIA ENQUIRIES: media@oneoceanexpeditions.com 
NORTH AMERICA (TOLL FREE): +1 855 416 2326
NORTH AMERICA (DIRECT): +1 604 390 4900
UK, EUROPE & REST OF THE WORLD: +351 962 721 836
AUSTRALIA (TOLL FREE): +1 300 368 123
AUSTRALIA (SYDNEY) & NEW ZEALAND: +61 (0)2 9119 2228
WEB: oneoceanexpeditions.com


